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Living and working in thriving 
communities beyond Earth – NSS 
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Images by NASA 
and Rick Guidice

Images from SpaceX website
1,000,000 tonnes to Mars surface

Image from Blue Origin website

Dream Big!
But How much mass to Orbit?

Images from SpaceX
500,000 tonnes to 
Lunar surface 
(Swan estimate)



Rocket Equation
Bottom Line:  You consume your pad 
mass to gain velocity
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Tsiolkovsky rocket equation
The Tsiolkovsky rocket equation, classical rocket equation, or ideal rocket equation is a
mathematical equation that describes the motion of vehicles that follow the basic principle of a rocket: a
device that can apply acceleration to itself using thrust by expelling part of its mass with high velocity can
thereby move due to the conservation of momentum.

The equation relates the delta-v (the maximum change of velocity of the rocket if no other external forces
act) to the effective exhaust velocity and the initial and final mass of a rocket, or other reaction engine.

For any such maneuver (or journey involving a sequence of such maneuvers):

where:

 is delta-v – the maximum change of velocity of the vehicle (with no external
forces acting).

 is the initial total mass, including propellant, also known as wet mass.
 is the final total mass without propellant, also known as dry mass.

 is the effective exhaust velocity, where:

 is the specific impulse in dimension of time.
 is standard gravity.

 is the natural logarithm function.

History
Derivation

Most popular derivation
Other derivations

Impulse-based
Acceleration-based

Special relativity

Terms of the equation
Delta-v
Mass fraction
Effective exhaust velocity

Applicability
Examples
Stages
Common misconceptions
See also
References
External links

A chart that shows a rocket's mass
ratios plotted against its final velocity
calculated using Tsiolkovsky's rocket
equation.
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History

More detailsThe Apollo 11 Saturn V rocket launch vehicle lifts-off with astronauts Neil A. Armstrong, Michael Collins and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., at 9:32 a.m. EDT July 16, 1969, from Kennedy Space Center's Launch Complex Pad 39A.

Public Domain view terms

File: Apollo 11 Launch - GPN-2000-000630.jpg
Created: 16 July 1969

About this interface | Discussion | Help

NASA - Great Images in NASA Description

Permission details

This file is in the public domain in the United States because it was solely created by NASA. NASA copyright policy states that "NASA material is not protected by copyright unless noted".
(See Template:PD-USGov, NASA copyright policy page or JPL Image Use Policy.) Warnings: Use of NASA logos, insignia and emblems is restricted per U.S. law 14 CFR 1221. The
NASA website hosts a large number of images from the Soviet/Russian space agency, and other non-American space agencies. These are not necessarily in the public domain.View more



Comparison to Rockets - data varies 
greatly, only representative
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3.0 Three Apex Anchor Strengths will Enable Interplanetary Missions: The 
demand for supplies and support equipment will be remarkable as colonies off-planet are 
developed.  There are several benefits from Space Elevator transportation infrastructures: 
first, there is the tremendous load capability; second, is the remarkably fast transits that 
are available; and third, the departure dates can be every day of the year.   
 
3.1 Massive Movement to Mars  Movement of people and mission payloads 
by rockets has been remarkable with trips to the Moon and delivery of constellations of 
communications and navigation satellites.  However, all these successes have leveraged 
burning rocket fuel, leveraging the rocket equation.  Defeating gravity costs enormous 
amounts of energy with the reality being that delivery to mission orbit consumes both 
fuel and often the vehicle providing the delivery.  A quick comparison of rockets to 
Space Elevators should explain the strengths of a permanent infrastructure for access to 
space.  The following chart shows some examples of the delivery techniques when using 
the rocket equation.  The average mass that gets to Low Earth Orbit from a rocket is only 
4% of the mass that started on the pad.  The average to GEO is only 1.5% of the pad mass 
while getting to the surface of the Moon is only 0.5% of launch pad mass.  OOPS - To 
deliver a 1 kg pizza to the Moon surface (assume includes cheese), the mass at the pad 
would have been 200 kg. The strength of the Space Elevator is that it is a permanent 
infrastructure delivering supplies to orbit.  If you wanted to deliver a 1 kg pizza to the 
Moon thru the infrastructure, you would put 1 kg on the tether climber. 
 

Table 1:  Launch Vehicle Delivery Percentages to GEO 
Launch 
Vehicle 

Pad Mass  To LEO (with 
% of pad) 

to GEO (est.) 
(with % of pad) 

to Moon surface 
(with % of pad) 

Atlas V 590,000 18,500 (3%) 7,000 (1.2%)  
Delta IV H 733,000 28,770 (3.9%) 10,000 (1.4%)  
Falcon H 1,420,000 63,000 (4.4%) 26,000 (1.8%)  
Saturn V 2,970,000 140,000 (4.7%)  16,000 - 0.5% 
average  4% of Pad mass 1.5% of pad Mass  

Note: data from web varies greatly - these numbers are representative only 
 

In addition to delivery benefits (factor of 200 to one) the space elevator also has a 
capability of adding energy to the payload by raising it up (potential energy) and then 
releasing it at velocity (rotational energy from the planet).  To gain those two energy 
characteristics, the space elevator plans on using solar power.  This increase in energy at 
departure from the Apex Anchor allows payloads to reach their destinations more rapidly 
and with departures every day of the year (some days have quicker pathways to Mars 
than others however).  In addition to the efficiency of a permanent infrastructures, 
departure opportunities are far more frequent - ensuring movement of more supplies and 
equipment.  Todays rocket launches average less than 100 per year from around the 
world.  (2018 - 114, 2017 - 90, 2016 = 85, 2015- 86, 2014 - 92, 2013 - 81 with several 
failures every year).  If we compare the delivery mass to GEO (similar to Space Elevator 
strength and beyond), the rough number is 10 MTs for each launch vehicle (less than half 
of what it can deliver to LEO).  This is compared to the delivery of 14 MTs each day by 
the space elevator x 3 Galactic Harbours (x2 tethers per) or 84 MTs per day.  
 

Rough Numbers for Rockets:
Mass on the Pad 3,000,000 kg
Mass to LEO 120,000 kg
Mass insertion to GEO 45,000 kg
Mass to Lunar Surface 15,000 kg

Total Mass to Orbit 1957-2020 22,000,000 kg

Number of 
Rocket Launches 
per year

=  91 average
Over 130 in 2021



Reference Missions:
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• Sun-Eath L-1 SunShade – 20,000,000 
tonnes well beyond GEO

• Space Solar Power – 5,000,000 tonnes to 
GEO for 12% of Global Electrical need***

• Moon Village – 500,000 MT* - European 
“togetherness” towards a Moon Village 
suggests a massive support effort required.

• SpaceX Colony – 1,000,000 MT** – Mr. 
Musk has stated that he needs that amount 
of mission support on Mars.  

• L-5 O’Neill Colony – 10,500,000 tonnes

*   Estimate in Study Report “Space Elevators are the
Transportation Story of the 21st Century
** Elon Musk, 21 July 2019, CBS Sunday Morning Interview
***Mankins, John, conversation with P. Swan 

www.isec.org
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Space Elevator Vision
2038 Timeline

8/27/22 10www.isec.org 

New Vision: Space Elevators are the Green Road to Space 
while they enable humanity's most important missions by moving 
massive tonnage to GEO and beyond.  This is accomplished safely, 

routinely, inexpensively, daily, and they are environmentally 
neutral.

Approach: A permanent Dual Space Access Architecture relies on 
Space Elevator  traditional strengths such as inexpensive, safe, 
daily, routine, with special characteristic of Earth friendly, and its 
ability to avoid the rocket equation.  The rockets are 
complementary and cooperative to Space Elevators.

Rocket Strengths: (1) Operational today with future growth,  
(2) rockets reach multiple orbits, and (3) rapid movement through 

the radiation belts

Space Elevator Strengths: As permanent infrastructure they 
lead to daily, routine, environmentally friendly, and inexpensive 

departures towards mission destinations



Transformational 
Characteristics

The transformation of space access will be similar to moving from small boats crossing a 
large river to a permanent infrastructure called a bridge moving traffic daily, routinely, 
safely, inexpensively, and with little environmental impact. Permanent transportation 
infrastructures called space elevators will enable missions by leveraging their strengths:
• Daily, routinely, safely, inexpensively
• Transforming the economics towards an infrastructure with access to more valuable, 

lucrative, stable and reliable investments.    
• Massive movement (30,000 tonnes/yr vs. approx.. rockets’ 26,000 tonnes over 65 

years)
• Green Road to Space ensures environmentally neutral operations
• High velocity (starting at 7.76 km/sec at 100,000 altitude enables rapid transits)
• Assembly at the Top of the Gravity Well

8/27/22 www.isec.org 11

Figure 88. Massive Cargo Movement by Space 
Elevators (Swan “Dual Space Access Strategy 
Minimizes the Rocket Equation,” Space Renaissance 
International 3rd World Congress 2021 – Congress 
Theses, Final Resolution and Papers. Pg 254-255.)

Annual payload (tonnes/yr)
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GEO	
100,000	km	

Galactic	Harbour		
Pacific	

Galactic	Harbour		
Atlantic	

Galactic	Harbour		
Indian	Ocean	

Massive tonnage* raised by electricity to GEO 
and beyond, daily, routinely, inexpensively, 

safely, and in an Earth Friendly manner.

Space Elevators Beat the Rocket Equation
We Enable Dreams

www.isec.org

A Green Road to Space

*(30,000 tonnes/yr vs. approx.. rockets’ 
26,000 tonnes over 65 years)

SETS Strength Four: This Green Road to 
Space ensures environmentally neutral operations



SETS Strength Three: Massive movement 
(30,000 tonnes/yr vs. approximately. 26,000 

tonnes over 65 years by rockets)

7/24/2021 13

	

Type of Systems Orbit Mass 
Mass on 

pad 
    Tonnes tonnes 
Space Stations LEO 431 10775 
Earth Orbiting Sat's 2020 LEO, MEO, GEO 3220 80500 
past satellites deorbited LEO, MEO, GEO 1000 25000 
Interplanetary Solar System 100 5000 
Lunar spacecraft to the Moon 94 4700 
Human to LEO LEO 535 13375 
Apollo Capsule to Moon Lunar 336 16800 
Space Shuttle* LEO 16500 412500 

Totals   22,216 568,650 
Note:  Leo is 4% of launch pad mass   
GEO, Interplanetary, Lunar 2% of pad   
*Shuttle	launch	vehicle	reached	orbit	as	an	operational	satellite		

	
							22,216	tonnes	between	1957	and	2020.			

	

Historic Movement 
(1957 – 2020)

Space Elevator expected
movement of mass

Initial Operations Capability (30,000 tonnes/yr)
Full Operations Capability (170,000 tonnes/yr)

Annual payload (tonnes/yr)
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Combination of delivery approaches: Will greatly 
enhance the missions of the future.  Maturing customer 
demand for huge masses to support important missions 
will make the value of space elevators obvious.  

Rocket Strengths: (1) Operational today with future 
growth,  (2) rockets reach multiple orbits, and (3) rapid 
movement through the radiation belts

Collaboration and Cooperation
Space Elevator Strengths: As permanent 
infrastructure they lead to daily, routine, massive, 
environmentally friendly, and inexpensive departures 
towards mission destinations

Minimizing the 
Rocket Equation Limitations

Image by Amelia Stanton

www.isec.org

Dual Space 
Access Architecture
Rockets to Open up the Moon and Mars with Space Elevators to supply and grow the colonies.  
In addition, Rockets would delivery prototypes and initial operational Space Solar Power 
Satellites, while Space Elevators would fill out the constellations with the heavy lifting.
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Comparison to Rockets - data varies 
greatly, only representative
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3.0 Three Apex Anchor Strengths will Enable Interplanetary Missions: The 
demand for supplies and support equipment will be remarkable as colonies off-planet are 
developed.  There are several benefits from Space Elevator transportation infrastructures: 
first, there is the tremendous load capability; second, is the remarkably fast transits that 
are available; and third, the departure dates can be every day of the year.   
 
3.1 Massive Movement to Mars  Movement of people and mission payloads 
by rockets has been remarkable with trips to the Moon and delivery of constellations of 
communications and navigation satellites.  However, all these successes have leveraged 
burning rocket fuel, leveraging the rocket equation.  Defeating gravity costs enormous 
amounts of energy with the reality being that delivery to mission orbit consumes both 
fuel and often the vehicle providing the delivery.  A quick comparison of rockets to 
Space Elevators should explain the strengths of a permanent infrastructure for access to 
space.  The following chart shows some examples of the delivery techniques when using 
the rocket equation.  The average mass that gets to Low Earth Orbit from a rocket is only 
4% of the mass that started on the pad.  The average to GEO is only 1.5% of the pad mass 
while getting to the surface of the Moon is only 0.5% of launch pad mass.  OOPS - To 
deliver a 1 kg pizza to the Moon surface (assume includes cheese), the mass at the pad 
would have been 200 kg. The strength of the Space Elevator is that it is a permanent 
infrastructure delivering supplies to orbit.  If you wanted to deliver a 1 kg pizza to the 
Moon thru the infrastructure, you would put 1 kg on the tether climber. 
 

Table 1:  Launch Vehicle Delivery Percentages to GEO 
Launch 
Vehicle 

Pad Mass  To LEO (with 
% of pad) 

to GEO (est.) 
(with % of pad) 

to Moon surface 
(with % of pad) 

Atlas V 590,000 18,500 (3%) 7,000 (1.2%)  
Delta IV H 733,000 28,770 (3.9%) 10,000 (1.4%)  
Falcon H 1,420,000 63,000 (4.4%) 26,000 (1.8%)  
Saturn V 2,970,000 140,000 (4.7%)  16,000 - 0.5% 
average  4% of Pad mass 1.5% of pad Mass  

Note: data from web varies greatly - these numbers are representative only 
 

In addition to delivery benefits (factor of 200 to one) the space elevator also has a 
capability of adding energy to the payload by raising it up (potential energy) and then 
releasing it at velocity (rotational energy from the planet).  To gain those two energy 
characteristics, the space elevator plans on using solar power.  This increase in energy at 
departure from the Apex Anchor allows payloads to reach their destinations more rapidly 
and with departures every day of the year (some days have quicker pathways to Mars 
than others however).  In addition to the efficiency of a permanent infrastructures, 
departure opportunities are far more frequent - ensuring movement of more supplies and 
equipment.  Todays rocket launches average less than 100 per year from around the 
world.  (2018 - 114, 2017 - 90, 2016 = 85, 2015- 86, 2014 - 92, 2013 - 81 with several 
failures every year).  If we compare the delivery mass to GEO (similar to Space Elevator 
strength and beyond), the rough number is 10 MTs for each launch vehicle (less than half 
of what it can deliver to LEO).  This is compared to the delivery of 14 MTs each day by 
the space elevator x 3 Galactic Harbours (x2 tethers per) or 84 MTs per day.  
 

Rough Numbers for Rockets:
Mass on the Pad 3,000,000 kg
Mass to LEO 120,000 kg
Mass insertion to GEO 45,000 kg
Mass to Lunar Surface 15,000 kg

Total Mass to Orbit 1957-2020 22,000,000 kg

Number of 
Rocket Launches 
per year

=  91 average
Over 130 last 
year



Reference Missions 
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Geosynchronous Space Based
Solar Power; 5,000,000 Metric tonnes

Mars Colony; Musk’s Estimate; 
1,000,000 tonnes

Total Mass to Orbit 1957-2020
22,216 tonnes
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• Galactic Harbour includes two 
Space Elevators radially 
extending from Ocean surface 
to Apex Anchor for a 
permanent space access 
infrastructure.

• One reusable tether climber 
lift-off per day

• Three Regions, Earth Port –
GEO – Apex Anchor, where 
commercial ventures will grow
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• Revolutionarily inexpensive to GEO [$100/kg to GEO]
• Commercial development similar to bridge building
• Routine [daily launches]
• Safe [no chemical explosions from propulsion]
• Permanent infrastructure  24/7/365/50 yrs. [bridge similarities]
• Massive loads with daily launches per elevator (30,000 

tonnes per year to GEO & beyond (early operations))
• No shake-rattle-roll during launch
• “Big Green Machine” Little impact on global environment
• No consumption of fossil fuel.
• Does not leave space debris in orbit  

Characteristics of Permanent 
Transportation Infrastructure

www.isec.org 

Beats the Gravity Well in an
environmentally friendly manner



Enable Interplanetary 
Mission Support

The unique characteristic of Space Elevators is a rapidly 
moving Apex Anchor (7.76 km/sec) enabling remarkable 
opportunities for off-planet missions. This combination of 
three major strengths will ensure constant support to 
missions beyond Geosynchronous altitude. Strengths:  

– Rapid Transit to Mars (61 days best
with many between 80 to 100 days)

– Release every day towards Mars 
(no waiting for 26 month window)

– Massive tonnage of mission support
equipment (170,000 tonnes per year 
with a mature system)

8/27/22 22

be accomplished every day of the year.  Several, during the 26 month repeating 
cycle, are close to 61 days flight time while some are over a year.  This is all due 
to the changing orbital dance between the two planets.  However, there is NO 26 
month long waiting for opportunities to launch towards Mars. Departures can 
occur each day of the year across the 26 month restriction of the Hohmann launch 
window. No one cares if the hammer you deliver takes 400 days to get there, so 
long as you ordered it 400 days ago. Indeed, the fast transit times will probably be 
saved for high priority items that need to get there soonest. Logisticians 
supporting the Mars colony can set up a train schedule with releases from 
multiple space elevators towards Mars - as needed.   

 
• Massive Cargo Movement: The Initial Operational Capability is planned for 14 

tonnes of cargo released each day from each space elevator, or 5,110 tonnes per 
year.  After the first space elevator is completed, there should  be competition to 
construct several around the equator.  As such, the estimate is that within five 
years, there will be six x 5,110 or 30,000 kg/year capability.  This will grow as  
tether strength is upgraded and competition develops for space elevator 
enterprises.  This most recent ISEC 
report projects a capability of 
roughly 170,000 tonnes per year by 
the middle of this century.  One must 
compare that to the 2018 delivery of 
mass of somewhere short of 1,000 
tonnes to all orbits for all customers.    

 
Figure 2, Newly Recognized Strengths 

 
 
1.3 Appropriate Space Access 
Architecture for Mars: 
 
The year 2020 seems to be unique in many ways - including isolation across the globe; 
however, the space arena has come together and started to focus on movement off planet.  
NASA's push for female boots on the Moon by 2024, the Chinese rover on the far side of 
the Moon, UAE's spacecraft bound for Mars, and the push for a colony on both the Moon 
(Moon Village) and Mars (SpaceX), all reflect the amazing transition towards "beyond 
GEO."  However, this reach for the stars will be extremely difficult in the arenas of 
energy and design complexity if it only uses a rocket architecture.  The basic rocket 
equation has been controlled.  However, it still consumes mass to achieve orbit.  
Historically, we have been very successful - at great cost to liftoff mass and complexity 
of mission.  As the Human race has decided to go off-planet, the limitations of the rocket 
equation for delivery of mass to mission destinations must be lifted.  Future space 
architectures must develop a more permanent infrastructure using the strengths of 
reusable rockets and space elevators.  Racing through the Van Allen Belts using rockets 
for humans is a necessary characteristic of this new architecture while the movement of 
massive amounts of equipment and cargo should be the missions for space elevators. 

Interplanetary	Mission	Support	

	
Fast	Transit	to	Mars	
(as	low	as	61	days)	

Massive	
Movement	of	

Cargo	

	
Daily	Release		
Towards	Mars	

	
www.isec.org 
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Geosynchronous 
Altitude 

	

11.4 km/sec 
150,000 km 

7.76 km/sec 
100,000 km 

12.35 km/sec 
163,000 km 

3.078 km/sec 

• This new vision of Galactic Harbour 
architectures will change the "thinking" for 
off-planet migration – How fast can we go?

• At 100,000 km altitude, there is no 
significant gravity pull to limit departures

• At 100,000 km altitude, there is tremendous 
velocity (7.76 km/sec) enabling beyond Mars

• With longer Space Elevators, the whole 
solar system opens up and even escape 
from the sun is possible (without thrusting 
from rocket fuel).

www.isec.org

SETS Strength Five: High velocity 
(starting at 7.76 km/sec at 100,000 km 

altitude) enables rapid transits



Case One:  Fastest Approach

Concept:   Our spacecraft enters the ellipse, “not at perigee,” but on 
the side of the ellipse centered as one foci at the Sun and outer 
portion matching Earth and Mars locations.

Or Here
Mars  

Here

10/10/20 24www.isec.org



An Example of Near Term Needs 
Requiring Assembly at GEO

• “Space solar power can 
solve our energy and 
greenhouse gas emissions 
problems. Not just help, not 
just take a step in the right 
direction, but solve.”

• Promise: Eliminate 100’s 
(1,000’s?) of Coal Burning 
Plants by providing 12% of 
2060 Earth’s population.

• “I need 5,000,000 tonnes.”*

 

 

Part III 

Critical Challenges 

 

 
 

Mankins, John, The Case for Space Solar Power, 
Virginia Edition Publishing Co. Dec 2013.
*Private conversation with Dr. Peter Swan Oct 2019

7/24/2021 25

Each Alpha Mark IIIA is 9,800 
tonnes (to GEO) - For output of    
2 Gwatt continuous power

Note:  several other designs are 
lighter, but produce less energy.



Rockets to initiate SSP’s prototypes 
with Space Elevators to supply and 

grow the Constellation.

26

Likely and possible for rockets to deploy the first SPS systems.
• Incredibly useful earth-to-orbit systems for deploying new space technologies, 

opening up new activities
• Deliver the initial prototypes to LEO for testing and the initial GEO production 

satellites for operational testing.

Space elevators are needed for high-throughput, massive hardware deployment.
• Consistent, continuous movement of freight to GEO and beyond
• Enable space technology deployment at scale for high impact
• Fills out the constellations by moving massive amounts of cargo

7/24/2021

  
	

We need a commercial launch partner for development of a 
permanent space infrastructure [dual space access strategy] 
	
 
We need a launvh partner to service sequesces 2 & 3 
 
 
Carl Sagan said, “our technology is capable of extrordianary new ventures in space, 
one of which is the space city idea, which Gerard O’Neill has described to you.  That 
is an extremely expensive undertaking, but it seems to me historically to be of the 
greatest significance.  The engineering aspects of it as far as I can tell are perfectly 
well worked out by O’Neill’s study group.  It is practical.” 
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6. An Integrated Roadmap to Realize  
SPS-ALPHA 

An integrated roadmap for the realization of 
SPS-ALPHA has been developed that reflects both 
the market opportunities discussed above and a 
regular progression of the industrial base that will 
be necessary. The integrated roadmap comprises 
five major stages in the development of the SPS-
ALPHA concept. 
• Stage 0. Development of an initial, partial-scale 

SSP-WPT testbed for testing. 
• Stage 1. Development of a ground-based sub-

scale SSP-WPT prototype for validation. 
• Stage 2. Development and demonstration of an 

SPS-ALPHA prototype in LEO. 
• Stage 3. Development and deployment of a 

large, but partial-scale SPS-ALPHA for delivery 
of power to commercial industrial sites.  

• Stage 4. Development and demonstration of a 
partial scale SPS-ALPHA on the lunar surface. 

• And Stage 5 and beyond. Development and 
deployment of operational baseload SPS-
ALPHA platforms and receivers. 

Figure 6-1 illustrates the roadmap. The 
following paragraphs sketch each of these stages 

Stage 0: SPG-WPT Testbed. The initial stage in 
the development of SPS-ALPHA is the design, 
fabrication and implementation of a testbed 
including both solar power generation (SPG) and 
wireless power transmission (WPT). 

 
Figure 6-1. SPS-ALPHA Roadmap 

Stage 1: Ground-based Sub-scale Prototype. In 
parallel with the development of the initial testbed, 
a sub-scale prototype would be developed. Such as 
prototype would comprise multiple component 
modules that would later be incorporated into the 
Stage 2 in-space prototype. 

Stage 2: SPS-ALPHA Prototype in LEO. A 
critical transition from R&D to operational systems 

is the development and deployment of a prototype 
system in low Earth orbit (LEO).11 

Stage 3: Industrial-Focused SPS-ALPHA. 
There are a number of significant, but remote 
industrial markets for energy. For the most part, 
these have been powered until recently by diesel-
fuel generators. However, the carbon footprint of 
such sites has become an increasing issue – 
particularly for investment portfolio managers 
concerned about climate change. 

Stage 4: Partial Scale SPS on the Moon. In 
addition to the development and deployment of SPS 
of increasing scale in Earth orbit, another important 
candidate application for SSP has emerged related 
to Earth’s Moon. 

Stage 5 and Beyond: Operational Baseload 
SPS-ALPHA Platforms & Receivers. Following 
Stage 4 in the roadmap, the production, launch and 
deployment of SPS systems is expected to continue 
to scale up – with the goal of delivering roughly 2 
GW from each SPS platform in or near a position in 
GEO. 
 

8. Summary 
The economics of solar power satellite (SPS) 

concepts in the nearer term (e.g., within the next 
decade) has never been more viable – particularly in 
light of the dramatic reductions in the cost of access 
to space that are occurring. In addition, there is a 
great need for scalable power to support the 
development of space resources – particularly in 
light of changes in global government and 
commercial plans with regard to the Moon and cis-
lunar space. Finally, the availability of affordable 
and abundant space solar power (SSP) for terrestrial 
markets has never been more important to 
advancing global ambitions vis-à-vis reduction of 
climate altering greenhouse gasses. 2018 was the 
50th anniversary of Dr. Peter Glaser's initial 
invention and his first paper in the Journal 
"Science" on the topic of the solar power satellite 
(SPS). We are now at a turning point in progress 
toward the realization of the SPS.  

This paper has also presented a number of 
recent developments in concepts and markets for 
SSP, including the updated SPS-ALPHA “Mark-
III” and a discussion of new markets for SSP on 
Earth and the Moon.  
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ISEC has Initiated a Global 
Study of DSAA

• The team has been formed and the initial discussions across the globe have been started 
to complete an 18-month technical study addressing the strengths of this new strategy.  

• The study has been authorized by ISEC to illustrate the tremendous strengths of the Space 
Elevator and compare them to advanced rockets.  

• This relationship will lead to a joint architecture leveraging the strengths of both 
approaches for moving people and cargo.   

• It is envisioned that the Space Solar Power mission to save the Earth’s environment and the 
Missions to Mars and the Moon are of incredible size and scope carrying the 
dreams/visions of many.  All of these immense  endeavors will require huge amounts of 
logistical support. This will require a large number of rocket launches with a possible 
negative impact on the Earth’s environment. 

• The ISEC has always assumed that operational Space Elevators would have little or no 
environmental impact and that a number of environmental problems could possibly be 
solved, if a cheap reliable access to GEO existed using electricity to raise the climbers.  

• This study will investigate the strengths of both space access architectures and compare / 
contrast the strengths and weaknesses of both.  In addition, multiple case studies will be 
incorporated into the report to enable a Dual Space Access Strategy to mature and 
emerge.
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Outline of Report

• Chapter 1: Introduction and Summary of the findings
• Chapter 2: Dreams of Many lead to Visions (each with a mass to GEO and Beyond identified – Elon 

Musk, Jeff Bezos, National Space Society (L-5 Colony), Lunar Village, Space Solar Power)
• Chapter 3: Space Elevator Strengths / Shortfalls -- Massive Movement, Green Road to Space, Routine 

and Fast to Mars and beyond, Routine daily, cost effective safe, Not here today, Slow to GEO and 
Beyond (once released fast)

• Chapter 4: Rocket Strengths / Shortfalls -- Operational today, Rapid transit to LEO/GEO and the Moon, 
Fast thru radiation, Delivery statistics of cargo (2% of pad mass to GEO)

• Chapter 5:   Case Study: Space Solar Power
• Chapter 6:   Case Study: Access for Mars
• Chapter 7:   Case Study: Lunar Village
• Chapter 8:   Case Study: L-5 Colony
• Chapter 9:   Case study: Sun shades to cool Earth
• Chapter 10: Case study: Planetary Defense
• Chapter 11: Case study: Planetary Sciences
• Chapter 12: Case Study: Missions accomplished only by SEs
• Chapter 13: Conclusions / Recommendations
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Recognize the Conundrum 
of Rockets
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International Space Elevator Consortium  
	

  
	

	
	

Space	Elevators	answer	the	Conundrum	of	Rockets	
	
The	conundrum	of	rockets	is	the	simple	realization	that	the	delivery	of	mass	to	its	
destination	is	an	insignificant	percentage	of	the	mass	on	the	launch	pad.		The	glaring	
example	is	the	delivery	of	a	half	percent	of	the	launch	pad	mass	to	the	surface	of	the	
moon	 for	 Apollo	 11.	 	 It	 is	 up	 to	 2%	 for	 delivery	 to	 Geosynchronous	 Orbit	 and	
woefully	small	for	delivery	to	Mars'	orbit,	much	less	Mars'	surface.		The	question	is	
why	would	you	employ	a	methodology	for	delivery	that	only	delivers	less	than	one	
percent	 to	 your	 desired	 location	 (lets	 say	 the	 future	 Gateway	 around	 the	Moon).		
The	Space	Elevator	solves	that	conundrum	by	delivering	70%	of	the	mass	at	 liftoff	
(the	 other	 30%	 is	 the	 tether	 climber	 and	 will	 be	 reused	 repeatedly)	 to	 GEO	 and	
beyond	by	leveraging	electricity.			

Delivery statistics to GEO would be up from 2% of rocket pad mass to
70% by Space Elevators per event – also delivered in an Earth Friendly Manner

www.isec.org



Vision of Galactic Harbours –
A Green Road to Space

Three Galactic Harbours 
– 7 climbers a week/elevator 
– 14 tonnes payload each, x2 x3

or 30,000 tonnes/yr
– expanding to 80 tonnes payload            

each, or 170,000 tonnes/yr

31

GEO	
100,000	km	

Galactic	Harbour		
Pacific	

Galactic	Harbour		
Atlantic	

Galactic	Harbour		
Indian	Ocean	 Permanent Transportation 

Infrastructure lifting Massive 
tonnage by electricity to 
GEO and beyond, daily, 
routinely, inexpensively, 
and safely

Annual payload (tonnes/yr)

7/24/2021



• 18-month	study	at	www.isec.org (pdf	free)
– Electricity	from	the	Sun's	energy	raises	cargo	

from	the	ocean's	surface	to	GEO
– Massive	cargo	delivered	to	GEO	and	beyond	

enables	Earth-friendly	missions	such	as	
Space	Solar	Power

• A	robust	permanent	transportation	
infrastructure

– Moving	more	cargo	in	a	year	(25,000	tonnes)	
to	GEO	and	beyond	(at	Initial	Operational	
Capability)	than	humanity	has	placed	in	orbit	
since	1957	(22,000	tonnes)

• Enables	Space	Solar	Power	requires	-- To	
supply	12%	of	the	global	electrical	demand	in	
2060	while	stopping	global	warming

327/24/2021

Space Elevators are the 
Green Road to Space

www.isec.org
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Encourage Reference 
Missions as Achievable:

7/24/2021 34

• Sun-Eath L-1 SunShade – 20,000,000 
tonnes well beyond GEO

• Space Solar Power – 5,000,000 tonnes to 
GEO for 12% of Global Electrical need***

• Moon Village – 500,000 MT* - European 
“togetherness” towards a Moon Village 
suggests a massive support effort required.

• SpaceX Colony – 1,000,000 MT** – Mr. 
Musk has stated that he needs that amount 
of mission support on Mars.  

• L-5 O’Neill Colony – 10,500,000 tonnes

*   Estimate in Study Report “Space Elevators are the
Transportation Story of the 21st Century
** Elon Musk, 21 July 2019, CBS Sunday Morning Interview
***Mankins, John, conversation with P. Swan 
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Modern Day Space Elevator 
Transforming Space Access

The term “A Modern Day Space Elevator” has 
evolved from a dream to a scientific 
engineering reality. The four major thrusts for 
the present Modern Day Space Elevator are:
• Space Elevators are ready to enter 

Engineering Development (Phase Two of 
development)

• Space Elevators are the Green Road to 
Space

• Space Elevators can join advanced 
rockets inside a Dual Space Access 
Architecture 

• Space Elevator’s major strength as a 
permanent transportation infrastructure is 
movement of massive cargo to GEO and 
beyond enabling new enterprises along the 
way.

What is a Modern Day Space Elevator?


